SOURCE: Student Organization for Unique and Rare Collections Everywhere
Society of American Archivists Student Chapter
Tuesday, February 2, 2021

- **Introductions**
  - Officers:
    - Monica Genuardi, President (mgenuardi@gmail.com)
    - Laura Melbourne, Vice President
    - Whitney Kehl, Treasurer
    - Kyle Zaczk, Web Master
  - Advisor: Marija Dalbello (dalbello@comminfo.rutgers.edu)
  - SOURCE email: rutgers.source@gmail.com

- **Other Rutgers MI Student Organizations and SC&I Resources**
  - LISSA: [Library and Information Science Student Association](#)
  - RASL: [Rutgers Association of School Librarians](#)
  - SCARLA: [Student College, Academic, and Research Libraries Association](#)
  - ASIS&T: [American Society for Information Science and Technology](#)
  - SC&I Job Board: [Career Services at SC&I Job Board](#)

- **SAA-related Announcements**
  - Subscription link for *In the Loop* SAA biweekly e-newsletter
  - **SAA Assistance Programs (Donations, Applications, and Information)**
    - SAA Archival Workers Emergency Fund: Donations are still being collected for the SAA Archival Workers Emergency Fund, which began in March of this year as a way to support archival workers in acute financial distress due to COVID-19 - applications are also currently being accepted … you do not need to be a member of SAA to be eligible. Please see [here](#) for more details.
    - SSA-SAA Emergency Disaster Assistance Grant Fund: Information [here](#) (general) and [here](#) (geared towards current situation in Texas)
  - **ARCHIVES*RECORDS 2021**: The annual SAA Conference will be [fully virtual](#) this year and take place **August 4-6, 2021**
    - Information on Graduate Student Program Proposals, link [here](#)
    - Includes Google Sheet of other ideas and potential for collaboration
    - Proposal form due **Wednesday, March 31, 2021**

- **Events**
  - **Past Event**: Frederick Douglass Day Transcribe-a-Thon (Rutgers University Libraries event)
    - Inspiration: Library of Congress Transcription Campaigns, link [here](#)
    - Ideas for future: SOURCE group transcription hour? Competition?
  - **Tuesday, March 23, 6:00pm EST**: SOURCE Chat
    - A chance to meet up and chat with fellow SOURCE members - some of us have always been fully online, and some of us are missing that time before and after class to catch up with classmates. A space to discuss classes, ideas, and archives, and generally support each other through our continued virtual life
  - Next Monthly Meeting - April 6(?) 2021: Resume Workshop with SAA Member Jennifer Motzsko!
Jennifer Motzsko is Archivist at University of Wisconsin - Whitewater and part of SAA Membership Committee. This is a chance to have a personalized discussion about your resume and tips on applying to jobs in archival institutions. Send questions to Monica Genuardi (mgenuardi@gmail.com) by Monday, March 28, 2021 and I will compile and send them to Jennifer Motzsko before the event...or bring your questions live!

Don't hesitate to reach out with any ideas for events!

- **Non-SOURCE Events**: Interesting virtual talks, meetings, etc.
  - **March 18-19, 2021: In Her Own Right Symposium**
    - "The Philadelphia Area Consortium for Special Collections Libraries (PACSCL) and In Her Own Right project team invite you to join us in exploring a century of women’s activism leading to the passage of the 19th Amendment. The symposium celebrates more than 5 years of work on the In Her Own Right project."
    - Preliminary Schedule link [here](#), Eventbrite Registration page [here](#)
  - **April 12-16, 2021: Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (MARAC)**
    - The theme for the Spring 2021 conference is *Suffrage Legacies: Civil Rights, Political Activism, and Archives*
    - Information and Schedule at a Glance available [here](#)
    - Event “meet-up” or post-conference discussion (April 17?)

- **reSOURCEs**
  - SOURCE Youtube channel found [here](#)
    - Includes videos from previous SAA presentations, including two talks from last semester - discussion with Joshua Kitchens on Academy of Certified Archivists (ACA) information and process and SAA structure and committee introductions with Alison Clemens
  - Previous Archives Chat videos and transcripts can be found at our website, [here](#)
  - Rutgers University Libraries: New Brunswick Spring Workshop Schedule, full Schedule [here](#)
  - For the MI Colloquium Youtube playlist, go [here](#)
  - Connecting to Collections Care has free webinars, available [here](#)
  - SAA - On-Demand Events [here](#)
    - Includes session recordings from previous Archives * Records conferences - 2017 and prior are free with SAA membership, 2018 and 2019 are available for purchase ($99 for members, $149 for non-members)
  - **Podcasts:**
    - Archives in Context: SAA's podcast [here](#)
  - A small sampling of YouTube videos and channels with content pertinent to SOURCE interests:
    - The British Library
    - Folger Library
    - Beinecke Library at Yale
    - The Huntington Library
    - The US National Archives
    - Library of Congress
For students new to online instruction, and anyone: if you want or need any tips, advice, resources regarding online learning, or just want someone to talk to outside your household, please don't hesitate to get in touch with us, via social media or email! We're all in this together (at home).